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since their first publication in 1913, the fonts have been one of the most well-known typefaces in the world. it is the most widespread typeface
used in the united states, specifically the initial typeface which was installed in the american telephone & telegraph company (at&t) bell labs. it
has been used for many years and in many different ways: magazine headlines, newspaper headlines, advertisements and small print. the itc

franklin gothic font family also contains a set of latin and greek characters, which are very similar to the characters of the original font. itc
franklin gothic is a typeface family designed by victor caruso for the international typeface corporation in 1980. it is designed for text and display
purposes and is based on herbert bayer's design. the franklin gothic family is a set of sound designs, notably ideal for exhibit and trade use such
as headlines rather than for lengthy textual content. the first franklin gothic was designed for the letterpress printing trade by herbert bayer in
1913. in the early forties, after the introduction of mass-produced metal type, the first franklin gothic and two of its relatives were digitized and

released by itc in the 1970s. in the nineteen forties, the most important commercial font of the time was the ibm franklin gothic, a typeface
designed by herbert bayer in 1913 and digitized for the first time in the 1970s. when the bell system for telephony was developed in 1924, it was

the first time that typeface was used for a product. so it was a typeface that was a forerunner of the so-called futura family of the nineteen
thirties.

ITC Franklin Gothic Font Family.zip

franklin gothic is well suited for headlines and for setting body text in magazines and books. its x-height and contrast make it a perfect choice for
headlines. franklin gothic is a large size, slab-serif face, yet its x-height and stroke contrast are not as extreme as benton gothic. as such,

franklin gothic is a more subdued typeface. 3. license this eula grants licensee a limited, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license to install,
use and modify the font for the sole purpose of using the font in connection with the fonts, provided that this eula is accepted by licensee in its

sole discretion. licensee may not sublicense the font. 6. limitations of liability the foundry and fontspring are not responsible for any loss or
damage arising from the use of the fonts or the contained font data. in no event shall the foundry and/or fontspring be liable for any direct,

indirect, incidental, special, consequential or exemplary damages, including but not limited to, lost profits, goodwill, use, or data, arising from
the use or inability to use the fonts. any claim relating to the fonts must be filed within one (1) year after the claim or cause of action arose. to
request a license, please visit: > itc franklin gothic font family.zip you are not authorized to sell this font, either as a physical product, a dvd or

an electronic file. you may not rent, lease, or lend this font to any third party for any purpose. you may, however, share this font with friends and
colleagues, and may use it for free in any personal or business work that is the product of your own efforts. 5ec8ef588b
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